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Are you interested in donating your vehicle to charity? Then you better know the right way to go
about things. It might seem easy to just get rid of rotting metal on wheels but the IRS has made the
laws a bit strict and confusing for the lay man to understand. The IRS( internal revenue system) in
USA has made the laws beneficial for someone who wishes to donate car to charity. It basically
ensures that the owner gets a specific percentage of the selling price of the vehicle. Car donation
tax ensures that the seller actually benefits, though a small percentage, from his/her charity.

If you are willing to donate vehicle to charity then you must first and foremost ensure that the charity
is trust worthy and if you truly believe in the cause. You need to ensure that charity is not fake and is
enlisted with the IRS. So that the entire process of the donation would become official and
transparent.

Always be aware of the cunningness of the middlemen whose services the charity acquires. You
need to inquire full details from both of them to make sure that there are not any loose ends that are
left untied, that will cause any sort of problem for you in the long run. Always fill out the forms
yourself and never leave anything on anyone else to take care of such as the charities or the
middlemen. Always double check the information to ensure that the process of sale runs as
smoothly as possible, so that you receive your share quickly and without any bumps on the road.

Search the market a bit to know the value of your rotting metal on wheels. To donate car to charity
does not necessarily means that everything will run simply and smoothly. Do a bit of maths to know
your share in the sale: car donation tax. You must attach a statement of sale to the tax return for
your share that you will receive from the donation tax. It does not matter if you own a luxury car or a
completely broken down piece of metal on wheels. One has to be extra careful during the entire
process. You need to be vigilant that no kind of problems you will face if you wish to donate vehicle
to charity. The process is simple but a little detailed, so just make sure that you are careful.
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